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among the region’s most active ports.
Eng Kong’s annual report suggests that the
company is healthy with a growing cache of
assets. In 2008, it owned more than $21.2 million
in current assets and claimed only $1.4 million of
loans. Its assets grew to more than $30 million in
2009. It further touts that its diversified interests
aided business during a fiscally challenging 2009,
with its warehouse and storage enterprises buoying
revenues in light of decreased shipping activities.
The company’s growth potential is also
apparent. According to the Ministry of Transport,
total annual business spending in Singapore from
all approved international shipping enterprise
companies was $1.9 billion in 2009, down from
$2.3 billion in 2008. The Ministry estimates that
figure will rebound to $2.1 billion in 2010.
Eng Kong’s key management ¬- including
Deputy Chairman Eddie Li Hung, Managing
Director Paul Ng Kam Ming and Executive
Director Godfrey Leung Wai Kuen ¬- is slated to
remain at the company during at least the initial
conversion process, Muse said, adding that the
issue of succession planning will be discussed at
a later time.
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New ways to play the consumer proposition

“About 65-70% of GDP growth is
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for more than 55 years.” This is
consistent with CVC’s preference for
investing in the leading businesses
in its target markets.
Against these market and
business merits weigh the risks of
investing in Indonesia, which have
conspired to produce a number of
proverbially poor outcomes for a
previous generation of international
investors. Today there are still has
some lingering concerns over
domestic stability, security, and the
legal framework. “There are many
attractions, but very many risks,” Roy
Kuan, Managing Partner with CVC
Asia, told AVCJ. However, he added,
“this business still seemed attractive
against those risks.”
There are hurdles to investment
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